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LifeMD Inc. (LFMD): Another Series of “Unfortunate” Events
“Tell me with whom you associate, and I will tell you who you are.”
– Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
LifeMD’s response to our initial report sought to distance CEO Justin Schreiber from Redwood Scientific by
characterizing his involvement as an “unfortunate investment”, as if to characterize Redwood as a black spot on
an otherwise illustrious investment history. However, our report also detailed Schreiber’s history of involvement
in several businesses we view as stock promotion schemes, including Advaxis (ADXS), Clean Coal Technologies
(CCTC), Oxis (now GTBP), and Cardax (CDXI). These were left unaddressed in the Company’s response.
What we find even more egregious is Schreiber’s involvement in Blockchain Industries Inc (OTC:BCII), a $36 million
OTC-traded penny stock which claims to be “a merchant bank which focuses on the international blockchain and
cryptocurrency sectors.” Schreiber bought the shell (formerly known as Omni Global Technologies) through JOJ
Holdings in May 2017, and renamed it Blockchain Industries. In further testament to Schreiber’s tendency towards
“unfortunate” decision-making, BCII has utilized the “legal” services of Richard Rubin, a disbarred attorney who
was not allowed to practice law. See a February 2018 BCII filing in which Schreiber is listed as 98% owner of BCII
through JOJ Holdings, while Rubin is listed as legal counsel:
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In December 2020, Rubin was charged by the SEC for his role in “a legal opinion letter scheme to fraudulently
facilitate the sale of millions of shares of microcap securities to retail investors.” Per the SEC’s complaint, Rubin
was not actually a practicing attorney, having been disbarred in 1995:

We think that if BCII was a fully-legitimate operation, then at the least, it would be able to recruit a legitimate
lawyer. Apparently, this was not the case.
Moreover, in November 2017, Patrick Moynihan joined BCII as CEO and CFO, replacing none other than Schreiber’s
wife, Ms. Olivia Funk. Moynihan was previously a member of Redwood Scientific’s Board of Directors. In May
2018, Robert Kalkstein, then also joined BCII as CFO before he went on to join LFMD as CFO.

As our initial report detailed, Kalkstein was also previously a shareholder at Redwood Scientific. As shown through
these further connections, it appears to us that Schreiber, Stefan Galluppi (see below), Moynihan, and Kalkstein
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were not only involved at Redwood Scientific, but yet another alleged fraud in Blockchain Industries. In our
view, these ties cause us to question whether Schreiber and his lackeys are merely in the business of moving
from one stock scheme to another, leaving a wake of shareholder losses in their path.
In 2018, the entirety of BCII’s revenues were generated from an agreement to provide “ICO services” to PT
KinerjaPay Indonesia (OTC:KPAY) in exchange for $250,000 in cash and 1.0 million KPAY shares worth $1.8 million:

Today, KPAY trades at $0.0043 per share, or 99.76% lower than those levels. When we looked for any evidence of
these “ICO services”, we were unable to find any record of Kinerjapay’s “KCOIN” trading on any cryptocurrency
exchanges. KPAY stated in its Q3 2018 Form 10-Q that the company decided “not to proceed” with the ICO:

Coupled with what we view as Schreiber’s tendency to surround himself in failing businesses as investors’ expense,
BCII also awarded several grants to many of the same individuals we mentioned in our initial report:
-

Current LifeMD CTO and former Redwood Scientific CFO Stefan Galluppi was granted 500,000 shares at
$0.2595 per share, despite – as far as we can tell – having no official executive role at BCII.

-

Robert Kalkstein was granted 500,000 shares at $3.50. Moreover, Sagacious Gambit Inc. (a Robert
Kalkstein-affiliated entity per state records and BCII’s filings), was granted 500,000 shares at $2.50.

-

Lisa Moynihan (who we suspect is related to Patrick Moynihan) was granted 100,000 shares at $14.00.

Moreover, LifeMD itself, which was formerly known as Immudyne prior to its rebranding to Conversion Labs, then
LifeMD, also became directly involved with BCII in November 2017 through a transaction wherein the company
purchased BCII shares from JOJ Holdings (a Justin Schreiber entity) in exchange for its own shares:
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Readers may ask, “why was Immudyne/LifeMD – whose primary products at the time were Shapiro MD shampoo
and conditioners – become involved in the CEO’s apparent cryptocurrency side hustle?” We don’t have a great
answer for that. Nevertheless, we don’t think this venture has resulted particularly well for shareholders thus far:

LifeMD investors may also be interested to know that Schreiber and BCII appear to hold ties to two additional
unsavory individuals, according to a lawsuit. These include:
-

Murray Huberfeld, alleged fraudster and co-Founder of Platinum Partners, whose collective legal
proceedings remain ongoing but include charges of securities fraud, conspiracy, wire fraud, and more.

-

Joseph Salvani, who was alleged by the SEC to have induced the purchase of securities without registering
as a broker, and further characterized by Forbes as a “master [stock] tout”.

A February 2021 lawsuit filed against Schreiber (case 3:21-cv-00242-W-DEB) alleges that the plaintiff was unjustly
terminated in connection with his investigations of fraudulent activity at BCII.
In the suit, former BCII employee Daniel White also named former LFMD CFO Robert Kalkstein and others including
Joseph Salvani. Joseph Salvani was charged by the SEC for selling securities without a broker’s license, and called
a “master tout” by Forbes. Thus, we find his alleged co-involvement in BCII to be particularly concerning.
The White complaint alleges that in January 2018, White was hired by BCII as Head of Security and promoted to
“Integrity Compliance Officer” thereafter. In October 2018, White was tasked with conducting an internal
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investigation at BCII, and, as the complaint alleges, “became aware of various misdeeds”, including that “[BCII’s]
capitalization table had been fraudulently tampered with.”

More specifically, White claims that Murray Huberfeld (who previously pled guilty to conspiracy in relation to the
Platinum Partners fraud) disappeared from the capitalization table, while at the same time, Kalkstein (former
LFMD CFO), Schreiber, and Schreiber’s wife (Olivia Funk), all back-dated preferred stock issuances:

White’s complaint also claims that he investigated Schreiber and Salvani’s nominees to the BCII board, Douglas
Cole and Douglas MacLellan. Per the complaint, each Cole and MacLellan were executives at Oroplata (ORPP),
now American Battery Metals Corp (ABML), which itself “was part of a separate microcap fraud investigation.”
White claims that Schreiber and Salvani submitted fraudulent biographies on their behalf:
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Per the complaint, after White brought these findings – which involved Schreiber’s “violation of state and federal
statutes, rules, and regulations for his own personal benefit” – to light, Schreiber directed the board to terminate
White. We view this as “unfortunate” indeed:
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Furthermore, per the complaint, White filed formal complaints with the SEC, the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, and the California Department of Industrial Relations:

BCII offered to settle, and while White agreed to the terms, White’s suit claims that BCII never in fact fulfilled its
end of the settlement agreement, and never paid White in full. White’s complaint further alleges that Schreiber
himself admitted that BCII never intended to honor the settlement:
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We remind investors that the lawsuit remains ongoing, yet the allegations remain highly concerning to us in light
of Schreiber’s continued role as CEO of LifeMD. We question why Schreiber finds himself involved in such
proceedings in the first place – proceedings which also name federally-charged Murray Huberfeld and SECcharged Joseph Salvani.

Corey Deutsch, LifeMD “Chief Business Officer” and Stock Tout
Similarly, we are of the view that if LifeMD were a fully-legitimate operation, then the Company wouldn’t have to
rely on the services of its Chief Business Officer, Corey Deutsch, to promote LFMD in various forums. LifeMD’s
April 16 response to our report claimed that:
“After producing rapid growth, we met some of the world’s most sophisticated institutions and advisors,
who conducted countless hours of due diligence before investing in the Company.”
Despite this lofty-sounding claim, NASDAQ reports that just 18% of the Company is owned by institutions. Indeed,
we think that “the world’s most sophisticated institutions” have overwhelmingly turned their backs on LifeMD.
Instead, LifeMD has relied upon Corey Deutsch, who not only appears to be LifeMD’s largest outside investor, but
is now employed by LifeMD to apparently tout the stock to retail investors. See Deutsch below:
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In addition to his role(s) as Chief Business Officer / Corporate Development at LifeMD, Deutsch lists himself as
principal of “Paradigm Opportunities”, and filed a Form D (exempt offering) for Paradigm Opportunities SPV 1, LP
on October 28, 2020. To us, designating the vehicle as an SPV suggests a vehicle meant primarily to back LifeMD’s
private placement, which occurred 6 days later. To that end, LifeMD’s associated press release named Deutsch as
a lead investor in this placement. In the Company’s November 25, 2020 registration statement just 3 weeks later,
Paradigm Opportunities was listed as the Company’s single largest selling shareholder.
On December 3, 2020, just 8 days later, Deutsch entered into a consulting agreement with LifeMD upon which he
received options for 75,000 shares. Then on December 19, 2020, Deutsch registered a StockTwits account then
named “CVLBCorpDev”, which then promoted LFMD stock with an explicit focus on retail investors. We think that
if LifeMD were capable of attracting “the world’s most sophisticated institutions”, then the Company would have
little reason to pump its stock in this manner:
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LifeMD apparently found Deutsch’s “consulting” services worthwhile, and brought him into the fold as Head of
Corporate Development on February 3, 2021. Nevertheless, in what we now find an extremely problematic
decision, even as an executive of LifeMD, on February 10, 2021, “Paradigm Opportunities” – i.e. Corey Deutsch –
posted a Seeking Alpha puff piece entitled “Conversion Labs: If You’re Not Yet A Believer, You Will Soon Be
Converted.” The stock traded at $28.14 at the time:

We find Deutsch’s Seeking Alpha puff piece additionally problematic in that he does not disclose that his role as
LifeMD’s current Head of Corporate Development, only his long position in the stock:

See as compared to a separate Seeking Alpha disclosures, which we find references potential business
relationships between the author and the subject company:
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Paradigm Opportunities’ Seeking Alpha profile does not mention Deutsch by name, nor does it disclose that he is
an executive at LifeMD. On the other hand, Deutsch’s Company-provided biography uses the past tense to state
that “Prior to joining LifeMD, he founded and served as CIO of Paradigm Opportunities…” However, it appears to
us both that (1) Deutsch has promoted LifeMD stock while working directly as an executive of the Company, and
(2) Deutsch continues to run Paradigm Opportunities. In our view, companies with a legitimate story to tell
investors don’t usually need to recruit their “sophisticated shareholders” to serve as stock touts.
Corey Deutsch is apparently not the only Deutsch invested in LifeMD. On February 11, 2021, self-described lower
middle market private equity firm Deutsch Capital announced its investment in Conversion Labs / LifeMD at $23
per share in connection with LFMD’s private placement:

The President and Founder of Deutsch Capital is Mark Deutsch, who we suspect is related to Corey Deutsch. Since
Deutsch Capital’s February 11, $23 per share private placement investment, LifeMD stock is down 52%.

We wonder how Deutsch Capital explains this abysmal performance to its “lower middle market private equity”
investor base, and suspect that Corey Deutsch’s recent token open market purchases are desperate attempts to
save face. It would be “unfortunate” if LFMD proved another BCII.
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